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Abstract. Linux clusters are fast becoming a dominant architecture for high-
performance computing. However, the management and efficient exploitation 
of these clusters across users, applications and data continues to be a time-
consuming and challenging task. The main goal of the article is the introduction 
of a Web-based environment for efficient exploitation of Linux clusters, which 
includes a MPI debugger library and resource reservation systems. The envi-
ronment allows the simplicity and efficient use of the available computing re-
sources.

1   Introduction

The main objective of the article is to develop a Web-based environment for efficient 
exploitation of Linux clusters, which allows to solve large-scale computational prob-
lems for a wide range of applications. It is desirable to have a user friendly interface 
and to be accessible remotely, allowing the user to work on a cluster without having a 
physical access to it for this kind of tools.  It has been developed a Web based envi-
ronment including debugging and resource reservation modules, taking into account 
the fact that the debugging of MPI parallel tasks and resource reservation-execution 
components are very important for a point of view of efficient exploitation of Linux 
clusters.  

The first module called WDTT-MPI allows to develop debugging and tuning tools 
for parallel MPI programs and gives developer to exact control over multi-threading 
techniques including tools for starting parallel programs and performing debugging in 
real-time all from a web browser window. The WDTT-MPI lets developers control the 
different states of a multi-process application and display complex threaded code in a 
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simple, understandable format. The WDTT-MPPI‘s intuitive user interface enables 
developers to focus on debugging aspects. The well known implementations of paral-
lel debuggers [1-3] provide user friendly graphical interfaces and allow debugging 
parallel programs, providing the user with the full set of debug commands and func-
tionality, but they use X Window as an interface [4]. 

By the other hand, the efficient exploitation of the computing cluster requires close 
control over the jobs running on the cluster [5-6]. The second module called WebMan 
controls the jobs according to preset schedule to help load balancing and minimize the 
impact of jobs on each other and gathers statistics on how jobs are running [7]. It is 
designed to be as portable and diverse as possible, and therefore uses many common 
applications that are available on a variety of computing platforms. It is easily config-
ured with the well known PBS (Portable Batch System) [8-9], Condor queuing sys-
tems and uses open-source SQL MySQL server.

2   Environment Description

The Web-based environment supports a hierarchical structure of users that belong to 
groups. Every group is associated with a project. These associations are important for 
regulating cluster accounting. Projects can have more than one user performing work 
towards the project, and have their hours be counted under the same project. Adminis-
trator assign cost unit for each project, which allow to share the given cost unit be-
tween the users of the project or group. When consuming cost units after a job is ac-
cepted, it is consumed the user’s cost units, and then the shared cost unit. Three meth-
ods of consuming cost units have been developed.
 All Shared Method. The computing units are given to the whole group. Users 

share the given computing unit and don’t have personal computing units in their 
accounts, therefore the group's percentage-of-shared value should be sent to 
100%.

 No Sharing Method. It is given personal computing units for each user. The 
group's percentage-of-shared value should be sent to 0%. Users must be given 
percentage values that total to 100%.

 Mixed Method. Users and groups are allocated some amount of computing units. 
Once users surpass their allocated amount, they consume computing units shared 
by the group. The cluster group's percentage-of-shared value should be set be-
tween 0 and 100 percent. Users must be given percentage values that total to 
100%.

There are various cost units calculation variants depends on project purposes and 
roles of users in projects. For example, university student will have a lower cost unit
cost than a commercial project. The environment supports unlimited cost structures
including own "Normal" and "Over-run" costs.
 “Normal” cost. In case of job submission, the resource manager service accepts 

the job, connects to the correspondent service to ensure that the user has enough 
available computing unit to run the job. In positive case the environment will re-
quest an update of the user’s available running-balance, and then will first deduct 



computing units from the users running balance. If the user does not have enough 
computing units to cover the bid price, the remaining units are consumed from the 
users associated group. In this case, units are deducted from the project's running 
balance. Once the job completes, a similar process to the one described above oc-
curs with the user's balance value. Cost units are deducted from the user's account 
and then from the user's group, then update the account of the group that ran the 
job.

 “Over-run” cost. Projects can be permitted to continue to work even if any pre-
assigned or pre-paid cost units’ balance is consumed. Projects can also be config-
ured to never run a job that could cause them to have a negative balance of units.
In this case, the system can be used as a debit, debit with no over-run prevention, 
or credit based system, all configurable on a per-project basis. In addition, over-
run units can be charged at a higher rate than prepaid units. If the project has a 
negative balance due to over-run computation, funds or units are first applied to 
the negative balance and then if any funds remain, will provide a credit balance to 
the project. 

The environment allows to utilize these services from within a single-login envi-
ronment (form) through authentication mechanism. When the form is submitted the 
script will check the username against a database. If a match is found, then the pass-
word will be hashed using the MD5 algorithm to check against the hashed password in 
the database. If they both match, then the user gets access into the application in the 
user's domain. If not, then they get a generic message stating that the login was unsuc-
cessful. No matter what the reason is for the failed attempt, the same message will be 
sent back so that if a person was trying to hack in, they wouldn't have any idea that 
they guessed on a valid username.

A few administration interfaces have been developed:
 User Administration View. The administrator of the system can add or change 

the parameters of the system users. Strict checking is done at job-submission 
time, and if the user does not have an entry made in the system the job will not be 
permitted to enter the queue. The passwords do not have to match, and it is actu-
ally preferable to have different passwords. The system user account is used only 
to protect access to the user's statistics on the web statistical engine. It has no cor-
relation to the authentication mechanism on the cluster itself.

 Cost Administration View. The administrator can edit or create different types 
of cost structures for your computational projects, which consists of the following 
components: Description (A plain-text identifier for the administrator's purpose), 
Normal Cost Cluster Unit (the price per cost unit used for a normal, prepaid or 
preallocated cost unit balance), Overrun Cost Cluster Unit (the price per cost unit
when a particular project's job runs over the prepaid balance, or is already in a 
negative balance). 

 Scheduling Administration View. It is support basic scheduling capability. It 
allows administrators to customize existing policies and define new scheduling 
policies for the cluster. It can be used to extend existing scheduling policies or 
implement custom scheduling policies. 

 Project Administration View. Here you can edit or create your projects. This is 
the plain-text project name that the users will be required to enter on the com-



mand line with submit the job. The project owner is a user that can alter some as-
pects of the project profile as well as see detailed statistical information regarding 
the overall project. Since the project owner only has to be a user with a username 
and password, they do not have to be a user on the computational system. This 
feature is useful for facilities that have project management staff. The administra-
tor must assign a particular cost group to the particular project. The administrator 
or project owner can provide access to a particular project. The administrator can 
enable or disable the project's ability to run in overrun mode.

2.1   WDTT-MPI 

In the WDTT-MPI is proposed to upload the program and all the related files via 
debugger web interface. In the “starting debugging” mode the debugger is launched on 
the cluster and the debugger GUI applet window appears on the user’s screen (fig. 1), 
where the parallel program in the debugger window is represented by colored square 
objects, representing parallel program’s processes and their states (stopped, running, 
paused).

Fig.1. The interface of debugger GUI applet

Debugging commands, such as run and pause can be issued to each process sepa-
rately as well as to a group of processes. Each separate process of a parallel program 
can be debugged as a separate sequential program in its own code window (fig. 2), by 
issuing it commands, setting breakpoints, viewing registers and local variables, etc. 
Besides debugging the processes of the parallel program, the debugger also allows to 
deal with program-wide parameters, for example viewing the message queues, depict-
ing inter-process communication graph, tracking the values of variables across the 
program, etc.



Fig. 2. Debugging environment

2.2   WebMan 

The WebMan environment provides the following services: 
 The reservation service supports reservations for different types of resources 

(processors, memory and etc.) and allows users to reserve resources on the cluster 
under control of a resource manager service in order to guarantee the resources 
will be available to run the job at a requested time. Reservations can be made 
based on the number of CPUs, start and end time, and user name. The policies set 
the control limits (when and how resources are made available to particular jobs). 
There is a site specific submission filter to verify that the requested job meets the 
basic requirement to be accepted by the system. Possible uses include performing 
an allocation balance check or testing the sanity of the resource request.

 The resource manager service serves as a repository for all kind of information 
regarding user jobs (active, past) and as a job manager to dispatch jobs in the cor-
rect order and time based on users scheduled request. It stores jobs running in-
formation in the database and notify the administrator when it has completed. 

 The statistic service gets summary (job’s job-ID, finishing status, number of 
processors used, the total time required for the job, and the date and time when it 
was completed) of requested jobs, which includes the list of finished jobs. De-
tailed information about each single job can be obtained by expanding the job-ID. 
This gives information about which CPU’s that have been used, the total CPU 



utilization, the complete script used for job submission, and the standard output 
and standard error (if non-empty). 

 The accounting service designed to address the void in per-user/per-project 
accounting mechanisms. It can address such issues as project, per-user project 
permissions, and much more. The unit of measurement is the cluster unit 
(CPU*hour).

3   Implementation

The package consists of a set of complex tools and scripts separated into two major 
components: a statistical monitoring and web interface package, and the plug-ins for 
PBS and Condor queuing systems. The C++ wrappers use instead of common queuing
commands. The original binaries are required to perform the actual job submission to 
the query system. The PHP, JAVA and C++ are main use as programming languages 
for developing the interface.

The debugger is based on the client/server debugging model and its GUI is imple-
mented as a set of Java applets, making the platform independent from the user’s point 
of view. The client/server debugging model is used to organize the debugging process 
in a distributed environment. Each process of the parallel program executes under 
control of separate debugger server process (running on the same node). The debugger 
server creates a socket, on which is receives commands and to which it sends its out-
put. In this case, each process of the parallel program is debugged as a simple sequen-
tial program. A single debugger client connects to the debug servers and manages 
them by sending them debug commands and handling their responses. For debugger 
client/server communication a lightweight text based protocol is defined. Using this 
model makes the debugger flexible and allows it to be used on heterogeneous clusters 
where the hardware architecture and software may vary from node to node. The de-
bugger consists of three main modules (node, head, GUI) and some supporting mod-
ules. The supporting modules include a module for running a program under the de-
bugger, a module for bridging the head module with GUI, etc. Node module is re-
sponsible for debugging one process (branch) of the parallel program on the node. To 
accomplish its task, the node module uses native sequential debugger (for example, 
gdb). Node module is implemented as a program, called debug server. Head module is 
responsible for controlling all the node modules, forwarding commands to them and 
handling responses received from them. It is implemented as a program called debug-
client and is launched on the cluster head machine. The head module stands for a 
client to node module, but it also has a server interface for communicating with GUI.
The GUI module is implemented in form of Java applets, accessible form the debug-
ger web interface. GUI module serves for representing the debugging process to the 
user and receiving commands from the user. All the commands, received from the user 
are redirected to the head module. As Java applet is allowed to open network connec-
tions only with the host, from which it was downloaded, a special “bridge” daemon 
was developed to run on the web server that allows GUI module to communicate with 
the head module. When a command is received from the web interface to debug a 



specified program, debugger startup script is invoked on the cluster head machine. It 
acts as a parallel program startup script (like mpirun), performing all the parallel pro-
gram initialization activity and launches debugserver program (node module), given 
the name of the parallel program as an argument. Each node module, after it starts, 
forks a native sequential debugger process, given it the parallel program to be de-
bugged as an argument. After all the node modules have been successfully started, the 
debugger startup script launches the head module on the head machine given it the IP 
addresses and the ports of the node modules. The head module connects to node mod-
ules and creates a server socket to listen to connection from a GUI module. The de-
bugger startup script also performs all the cleanup operations when the debugger is 
closed or became unstable due to some error.

The environment developed and tested on the base of the Armcluster [10-11], 
which is equipped with 64 nodes (128 processors) with dual Xeon servers, where each 
node has 2GB main memory, 40 GB hard disk and 3.06 GHz Xeon CPUs. The nodes 
are integrated by means of a Myrinet high-rate and Gigabit networks. Such a dual 
network interface allows creating of two independent communication channels dedi-
cated to exchange of messages during computations and NFS support.

4   Conclusion

The goals of suggested package are fairness, simplicity and efficient use of the avail-
able resources. The web interface provides different allocation methods, credit based 
economy and control over delinquent members.

Parallel program debugger is an instrument for MPI [12] programmers to quickly 
find errors and regions of non efficient parallelization in parallel MPI programs. It can 
be used by novice parallel programmers to get a deeper understanding of parallel 
programming technologies by seeing the execution of the parallel program from in-
side.

As a part of the cluster management system, a dynamic resource allocation system 
is currently developed [13], which will provide the MPI programmers by means al-
lowing them to allocate and use computational resources during the execution of the 
program. The main difference is that dynamic resource allocation system closely in-
corporates with the task queuing system, preventing the situations, when some nodes 
of the cluster can be overloaded, while other ones are free. It becomes even more 
important for programs, where the number of processes depends on the nature of data 
and can’t be determined before running the program. The dynamic resource allocation 
system provides programmers with a library of functions and a set of user commands, 
through which the system can be used.

In the next stage it is planned to extend the environment functionality by develop-
ing a Web interface for scientific calculations on top of Matlab, Scilab and Octave, as 
well as to benchmark and develop visualization tools for WDTT-MP. It is planned to 
realize the modules on the base of Grid systems. Particularly, the computing recourses 
and middlewares of Armenian experimental Grid-based segment [14] will be used for 
developing the package for Grid systems.
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